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3in( e rz~tural language processing within artificial intelligence (AI) is currently 
the m,,st ac:tive branch of compu'.ational linguistics, a book like the one rev, ewed 
here deser~,,s special interest on the part of  linguists. Even more so as this b,)ok is 
the first i r t roduet ion to At which is entirely dedicated to l.anguage under~tr, lding 
and which explicitly deals with the linguistic aspects of some of the prol:lems 
involved. 

The book is a reader consiv, ting of  twelve articles previously used in a t t  :o:ial 
cot rse on =omputational semantics at the Istituto per gli studi sernantici e co1 aiti~i 
(Lugano) in 1975. By interconnecting the various contributions with nurr:erous 
helj,ful cross-references and an extensive subject index, file authors and editor.~ have 
put the material into a systemat;cal textbook format. The structure of most , f  the 
arti(:les is the following: first, a certain problem is presented, then it is show,, how 
this prc.blem is handled in some of  the existing or proposed la aguat;e understar, ding 
systems, and f'mally the authors try to draw some general conclusions. In ttr'~; way, 
the reader becomes acquainted with some of the basic theoretical issues, as vcell as 
witk wkat has been achieved in the field so far. 

"lhe articles are grouped into five sectitms. In the introductory text of section I 
('lnfere~ace and knowledge I') Charniak motivates the use of world knowledge and 
inferences in language analysis and describes sor.ae basic techmques. Section II 
( 'Linguiaics ')  contains contributions by Charniak ( 'Syntax in linguistics'), Philip 
Hay,~s ( 'Semantic markers and selectional restrictions'), Wolfg~mg Samlowski ('Case 
gratr,mar'), and Margaret King ( 'Generative semantics'). Section III discusses some 
basi¢ issues of the AI approach to natural lanl~.uage analysis in articles by Wllks 
('Palsim.. English I & II'), Greg Scrags ( 'Semantic n,,.ts and memory models') ~nd 
Chathial: ( 'Inference and knowledge II'). In rite n;'.xt section, headed 'Related 
field¢, w2 f'md a br,llant contribution by Walte:r F. Bisehof ( 'Psychology of lan- 
guag." a rd  memory')  and a discussion of  the relevance of  Montague's and Witt!,en- 
stein's philosophy for AI by  Wflks. 
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The only article whose function in the book 1 really cannot see is the one ~,. see- 
tion V ( 'Computation') by King and Hayes, entitled 'Programming in LISP'. While 
there are many things that can be said on the subject o f  computation, the t..-ouble 
with a contribution like this one (which is nothing, really, but an introduction to 
LISP programming) is that its target is unclear. Surely nobody i~ going to learn 
programming from a book like the one under review. 

The remaining articles contain each some information of probable imerest to 
every category of  potential readers, though it is not quite clear here, either, who 
those intended readers are. Seemingly as little as possible is presupposed in the line 
of  I~nowledge of  the fields touched upon. For instance, we a re told what a data base 
is; the predicate calculus is desc r ied ;  terms such as 'progr lmrning language', ' leng 
terra memory',  and 'data base' are explained. Nevertheless, the book wants, and is, 
to be taken as a serious contribution to the theory and simulation of language 
understanOing processes and should be eviewed a,~ such. 

The rest of this review takes up two topics which may 9e of  special interest to 
the readers of this journal. We shall filst be conc,:.rned with what is said about the 
ro!e of  linguistics in AI and then make some remarks on the: problem of  knowledge 
about language vs. knowledge about the.' world. 

Linguistics has not had much influence on natural ',angu lt',e processing within At. 
There has not even been much of a discussion on the rvl, tions between the two 
fields. Since this situation is of course unsatisfactory, eve.:y attempt to coma to a 
better mutual understanding deserves attention. The discussions in our book are 
useful in this respect because they show - though mostly involuntarily some of  
the reasons for the poor cooperation between linguistics and Al-language proces- 
sing. By far the most important reason is that lingu! ;ties is simply identified with 
generative linguistics. The unfortunate consequence ..3 that all language phenomena 
are interpreted against this background. Since some of  the basic tenets of  generative 
grammar hay'. never been accepted in AI, this in turn necessarily leads to misunder- 
standing and a permanent confusion as to what are facts about language and what 
are facts about gene:ative linguistics. 

As an instance, consider Charniak on the usefulness of transformational gram- 
mars for language understanding systems. Like many workers in A1, he presupposes 
th,'tt generating all and only English sent onces is the main task o~" a transformational 
grammar of English; so he suggests its us ~. in order " to  have a machine produce 
grammatical English itself" (p. 37). To give just one further example, King calls a 
generative grammar "a means for determining which sentences are grammatical" (p. 
881). This is a profound misunderstanding. For more than twenty years now, genera- 
tire linguistics has cen~dered as its most important issue, the question of  how to 
generate the senten~;es of  a language, Le. how to formulate the rules of  the grammar 
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under the assumption that there are infinitely many possibilities for doing so with 
respect to the grammatical-ungrammatical distinct:~on. Now you cannot buy a 
transformational grammar without buying the structures it produces. When Char- 
niak says that 'Raising' is a useful device because it tells us that Jack is the subject 
o f  the embedded sentence in Jack was believed by the boy to have won the contest, 
he should have been aware of  the fact that 'tLaising' maps one structure onto 
another structure. If these structures are not the kind he wants for his language 
understanding system, then he should not talk about 'Raising'~ but about the 
traditionally well known fact that believe belongs to a class of  verbs whose gram- 
matical propellies are such and such. Thi~ has nothing to do with transform~tional 
grammar. If on the other hand transformational grammar is useful for Al-language 
processing, then we should expect him to tie in with the linguistics-dependent lan- 
guage processing of  the sixties Charniak does not even mention this tradition with all 
its theoretical and practical work. 

Similar criticisms hold for the tbllowing two articles. I don't  see any reason for 
Hayes' extensive presentation of the oldest version of  the Katz-Fodor :~emantic 
theory. Semantic restrictions on th,:- co-occurrence of words it: complex expressions 
had been noted in structural and traditional linguistics long bffore Katz an,:l Fodor. 
h is an almost trivial fact that language understanding systems have to deal with 
restrictions of  this kind if the analysis is not to ignore the level of word semantics 
altogether. Again, this has nothing to do with generative linguistics. What is specific 
fur the Ka tz -Fodor  theory is its classification of  semantic elements and the way 
these elements are combined to folnl sem,ntic representations of  comple~t expres- 
sions. None of  the systems wluch Hayes mentions (Winograd, Riesbeck, Wilks) 
makes use of  this theory, so the reader does not know what he is supposed to learn 
from the whole discussion. The sa.'ne holds for Samlowski's article on case ~ram- 
mar. lc is true that in language under,;tanding systems (Simmons, Schank, Wilks) we 
often find structures which Jorrnall) resembh; the deep structures of Fillmore's case 
gramrrar. But case grammar is a traw:formational grammar and you cannot buy the 
form of  its deep structures without buying its transformatiol;s. Samlowski is very 
e):plieit as t :) why Fillmore postulated his case grammar (including the trarisforma- 
tional part), but he tells us no',hing about the reasons why workers in AI did not 
accept this grammar. Instead he reminds us that ca~e grammar has "an important 
influence on AI" (p. 55) and that there is a "constant interaction between work. in 
theoretical linguistics and AI" (p. 72), which actually is not the case. 

King's contribution on generative semantics is the ovly one that not even 
attempts to demonstrate that this theory is relevant for Al (though this has some- 
times been claimed, especially because of  Lakoff's lexical d~c3mposition rules). The 
reader does no~ ',earn why he should be concerned with thi:; kind of  linguistics at 
all. Yet 1 think this is better than to be told that there is an n(luence of linguistics 
without being told what e×actly it con:;ists in. 
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Workers in AI have always stressed the fact that a machine which is to under- 
stand natural language has tc have access to what is called knowledge of  the world. 
Nevertheless it seeras obvk.us -- and well known in AI - that it is at present not 
clear where we have to look for the borderline b~.'tween lanl;uage and facts. As a 
typical example, take [;cragg's statement that i~ is "occa:;ionaUy necessary to 
represent items it, a data base which are not known to be true, or even that are 
known to be false" (p. 108). In storing a sentence like Peter said that he went to 
the store cme has, accorcing to Scrag.g, to state as a fact in the data basz that it is 
unknown whether Peter really went because we "know that Peter said tll~s but net  
whether he actually w e f t '  (p. 108). It seems to me that this kind of  approach 
neglc~cts a clear differenc.~ between knowledge and semantics. The fact that we do 
not know whether Peter really went is implicit, in the meaning of  say, and sl.ould 
therefore not be stated as a fact by itself in the data base. Of course we can state 
elsewhere in the data b~e  whether or not Pete~ went, and whether or not we know 
that he went or didn't. But this has nothing whatever to do with what is said in the 
quo~ ation abeve. 

(onsider now what Wilks has to say about Wmol,rad's procedural formulation of 
word meanings. For Winograd, the meaning of  a v,;rb is represented lay a series of  
cemmands describing what to do when the verb is applied to one el more appropri- 
ate objects. Wilks' question is whether somethini; like this can be considered as a 
meaning representation, or must be taken as the description of  a special use of  that 
verb. The consequence 9f  the latter alternative would be to regard a system like 
Winograd's as being "not  about natural language at all, but about the other tech- 
nical question of  how go',ds and subgoals are to be organized in a problem-solving 
system capable of  manipulating simple physical obiects" ~p. 99). 

I 'think one important reason for the uncertainty just illustrated is that we have 
two different mode,~ of  fact usag,. • A1. These modes are not always seen as distinct; 
nevertheless, they have completely different consequences as to what can be said 
about 'language v~. the world'.  First, there is the case where knowledge is exclu- 
sively used for language analysis in its narrowq;r sense, i.e. for resolving word 
ambiguities, structural ambiguities, referential amhiguities of  pronouns and the like. 
What world knowled.ge does in these cases is to m~..ke use of  presupposed contextual 
features telling us that an expression will probably be meant one way and not 
another. The corresponding knowledge-b~',ed rule:~, such as Charniak's 'demons'  (el. 
pp. 129ff.':, are therefore rules which hol, i only with a certain probability. Hence, 
Willa; is clearly wrong when he says that in the sentence The soldiers fired at the 

women and I saw several fall "the meaning of  the pronoun is perfectly clear" (p. 
99). It is easier to construct a context for the reading "several women fell" than to 
construct one for the reading "several soldiers fell" (or even other readings, maybe), 
but thzt is all there is to it. This mode of  fact usage thus selects some relatively arbi- 
trary centextual features for resolving ambiguities. Nothing can be said about the 
reasons for which a certain reading r~ust be favored. 
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Se~:ond, there is the mode of  fact usage, where we do not just have some world 
l~owledge as such, but where indeed we do have a world from which oul' knowl- 
edge is drawn, ~s is the case in Winograd's system. Here we are in the situation of  
!~alowing two t,hings: one is the relation between facts in the world anti the 
machine's l~owledge of  the world. This is the identity relation, since the wod!ds of 
blocks at given time is nothing but a special form of  l~alt of the machine's mernory. 
Secondly, we know for every fact of  the memory how it can be verbalized by the 
machine. We can now communicate with the machine i :we  have access to the same 
wcrld as the machine has, i f  we regard the same entities as facts in this world as the 
mzchine does, and i f  we verbalize th~,se facts in the same way as the machine dces. 
In my opinion, the crucial point if Winograd's system is in this common access to 
world facts and their common verbalization. Wilks reminds us of  later Wittgen- 
steinian philosophy's dictum: one .~hould not take a mini-language and assume its 
properties (that may be appropriate to a mini-world) to be properties of  natural 
language as a whole, precisely bece,~se we do not know how this language would 
function in a more complicated world. If we are to take this admonition seliously, 
then Winograd's system is neither about facts nor about language as 'such, but about 
some wdl-detined lan,~uage with respect to some well-defined world; "with respect 
to" meaP.ing what ha~ been said above about the two's relation (cf. also p. 2:!4). Of 
course there is nothir,.g new in this statement. "I he reason for its retteration here is 
that, in my opinion, many workers in AI do ~ot seem to be aware of its necessary 
consequences for their practical work. Thus, we are often confronted with sl:ate- 
ments to the effect that there exists something like an abstract of  language u~lder- 
standing which nobody ?ossesses, but which can be investigated relatively ~nde- 
pendently from world knowledge. World knowledge would then come in when, and 
where and to the extend that, !t is needed to support the process of  understanding. 
lr; Wilks' words, "The point o f  view...has been that these representations [of knowl- 
edge, P.E.] mu,;t be justified in terms of  some concrete problems that they solve. 
such as word-sense or pronoun ~eference ambiguity, otherwise they mzy not be 
essentially connected with the ul~derstanding of  natural language" (p. 181). If the 
machine is supposed to communicate in natural language (i.e. also to act by using 
n: ~ural language), then this view does not hold. The machine would not only ha,::; to 
krow everything in the world it wants to talk about, but it would have to be in the 
world. However, the expresaio,~ "to know everything" does not imply the old 
Bloomfieldian view according to which we are only able to say something about 
meanings if we know how th~ woL~d 'really' is. But it goes mean that ~¢e know how 
the natural language user understands the world and hence organizes his language' 
we are not interested ha knowing tlutt a whale is a mammal but in knowing that it is 
a fish. 

What this means in practice is that we will learn !ess (in the longer run) about 
natural language understanding from systems which translate (such as Wilks'), or 
paraphra~ and draw consequences (such as Schank's), than :tom systems which 
analyze language within a specified context (such as Charniak's child:ren's stories). 
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And we will learn even more from s, stems wl'deh talk about, and .'t~.t ~n, a world 
which can be perceived fro,~ c,;ts[de the machine, and which is aceess~le to the 
machine by all sensory c ~  nnds.  I really think that much o f  the discussion on what 
language understanding 1,,,~.~hines should be able to do would be cut short, if  one 
realized that the only machine that can understand language is a robot. 

Let me conclude this review with a critical remark on computational semantics. 
We are told that it is new, that it draws dements  from different fields and that 
there is no consensus on many questions within computational semantics. But what 
is computat,:~>ual semantics? Sometimes it looks like a theory: "A chapter on pro- 
grammin~ el~.'arly has a place in a textbook on computational sewantics. If one 
claims to be cons:meting theories of  natural lar, guage comprehension..." (p. 235). 
Sometimes it looks like ~ discipline: "Computational Semantics, the name we have 
given to the :~tudy of  lant, uagc b=zed upon Artificial Intelligence rnethods.., assumes 
that 'language is as language does', an idea not unknown to the olde~ disciplines of  
linguistics, p~chology,  etc..." (p. l) .  And sometimes it loops like a name for cer- 
tain method,;: "Coraputation~J Semantics is not so much a new subject as a new 
way of  looking at old qaestions...". "Cemputational Semantics is the best way we 
have of  solving the difficult problem of  language comprehension" (Editors' Pre- 
face). 
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